Key Issues to Discuss in Scoping Comments


Balancing Motorized and Non-Motorized Recreational Uses
Travel management planning should recognize that the bulk of recreation in Pike San Isabel
National Forests is nonmotorized. 90% of National Forest visitors come primarily to participate in nonmotorized activities, ranging from wildlife viewing to hiking to hunting. Only about 6.5% of visitors to the
Pike San Isabel National Forest participate in off-road vehicle (ORV) use as their primary recreation
activity. Nearly 30% engage in hiking or mountain biking.



Funding and Sustainability of Motorized Network
The plan should consider available funding and the effect which it has on the size of the road and
motorized trail network which the Forest Service can maintain. According to the Pike San Isabel
Travel Analysis Report (TAR), the two National Forests receive about $419,538 in revenues annually for
road maintenance work but the cost of maintaining the road system is about $1.6 million. Based on the
information in the TARs, it appears that the PSI can currently afford to maintain only 24% of its
transportation and that even if the agency were to implement the TARs’ recommendations, it could afford
just 34% of its transportation. The final TMP must take into account not only road maintenance costs, but
also likely levels of Forest Service funding for activities such as route closure, rerouting, rehabilitation,
and maintenance, and also funding for patrolling and enforcement.



Proper environmental analysis of the road and motorized route system.
The environmental analysis should look at both the motorized system as a whole and as
individual segments. This environmental analysis should include, but not be limited to:
● identification of impacts to threatened and endangered species.
● identification of wildlife impacts due to a denser route network and increased human activity.
● identification of impacts to particularly significant habitat features, such as known wildlife corridors,
wildlife concentration or production areas, and summer and winter range.
● identification of impacts to particularly sensitive habitat, such as streams and wetlands.



Closure of illegal routes and illegal off-route use areas.
The planning process should identify illegal routes and areas where illegal use is concentrated,
such as hill climbs and mud-bogging areas. Except in areas identified as suitable for expanded
motorized recreation, these routes and use areas should be closed and adequate measures adopted to
prevent continued illegal use.



Closure, rerouting, or rehabilitation of system routes which are causing adverse impacts.
The plan should provide for prompt closure, rerouting, or rehabilitation of system roads and
routes which are identified as causing unacceptable environmental impacts, or resource damage.
The plan should also make adequate provision for temporary or seasonal closures where this is
appropriate to prevent environmental or resource damage and identify roads or routes where such
measures are appropriate.



Closing of unnecessary spurs and short segments.
The plan should provide for permanent closure of spurs or short segments which serve no
significant purpose (such as those which do not lead to a viewpoint or suitable dispersed camping site),
or which unduly encourage illegal use beyond the end of the route.



Maintenance and rehabilitation of roads and motorized routes.
The plan should identify roads and motorized routes in need of maintenance and rehabilitation
and should estimate the cost of dealing with any current backlog in maintenance and rehabilitation.



Minimization of conflicts between motorized and nonmotorized users.
The plan must meaningfully apply and implement – not just identify or consider – applicable
conflict minimization criteria in Forest Service travel management directives when designating each
road, motorized trail, or motorized use area. Isolated motorized routes should not be maintained or
created in or near areas devoted primarily to nonmotorized recreation.



Minimization of conflicts with adjoining landowners
The plan must consider impacts to private land adjoining motorized trails and use areas. The
Badger Flats area, which has seen a proliferation of unauthorized motorized trails extending in some
cases onto private land, has also seen an increase in conflicts between motorized users who feel
“entitled” to use the routes and landowners trying to protect their land from trespass. Spurs which lead
onto or end at private land boundaries should be closed or closed.



Continued restriction of dispersed camping and use of motor vehicles for game retrieval.
The plan should retain its policy for managing motorized travel for dispersed camping. Pike-San
Isabel currently allows motorized vehicle use for dispersed camping within one vehicle length (30 feet) of
a designated route, where it is not prohibited, unsafe or will result in resource damage The public should
continue to be allowed to park along the side of designated roads and walk into the forest to access
dispersed sites, and/or use a motor vehicle on designated “spur” roads to established dispersed
campsites. The plan should retain the long-established policy of not allowing off-road driving to
retrieve downed big-game, since most animals are shot a substantial distance from a designated road
or motorized route.



Plan priorities.
The final plan should give higher priority to measures aimed at eliminating existing problems than
to expansion of the road and motorized trail system.
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